INTRODUCING:
The National Police Officer Selection Test (POST) Form E

Recruiting qualified officers has never been more challenging, and FLEXIBILITY has never been more important. Increase candidate participation in your recruiting efforts while responding to candidates’ scheduling needs – all at the same time, with online remote testing.

Stanard & Associates’ National Police Officer Selection Test (POST) – Form E gives you the remote, online testing option your agency needs to meet today’s recruiting challenges. Whether it’s working around candidates’ schedules, quickly responding to pandemic-related restrictions, or casting a wider net to recruit regionally or nationally, all your candidates need is a computer and an internet connection.

POST Form E was created specifically to help agencies like yours respond to today’s recruiting challenges. Simply purchase credits for candidates to take the test online. Candidates complete the test based on the department’s timeline. Responses are sent to Stanard & Associates for quick scoring and turnaround. Candidates can prepare with our candidate study guide and practice test which are available for purchase at ApplyToServe.com/Study.

POST screens your candidates to ensure competency in four basic skill areas:
- Arithmetic
- Reading Comprehension
- Grammar
- Report Writing

For additional information or to schedule a conference call with a S&A Public Safety Sales Consultant, please contact us at sales@stanard.com or 800.367.6919.